We are one of the largest suppliers of Aluminium Manifolds threaded Aluminium manifolds Pipe manifolds and fittings, Inlet outlet connectors made from Aluminium Brass and Stainless Steel from India. A manifold is composed of assorted hydraulic valves connected to each other. It is the various combinations of states of these valves that allow complex control behaviour in a manifold. A hydraulic manifold can be made from Aluminium Stainless Steel 304 316 or CDA 360 Brass and is a component that regulates fluid flow between pumps and actuators and other components in a hydraulic system.

- High Quality Aluminium material used for making manifolds CNC machined parts
- Threads BSP BSPT and NPT checked with thread gauges
- Stainless Steel manifolds and Brass Manifolds can also be offered
- ISO 9001:2015 certified process of manufacturing
- Allied Aluminium fittings CNC machined components turned parts machined parts also available

ADDEESS:
A1metallics INDIA Plot No.10 GIDC Industrial Estate, Shanker Tekri Jamnagar Gujarat, India.

CONTACTS:
PHONE : 91-22-43449300/27
FAX : 91-22-22834046
EMAIL : sales@a1metallics.com
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